Abstract. Recent advancements in 3D television allow for the capture of scene depth from multiple cameras and the interactive selection of view point and direction within a certain range, the so-called Free Viewpoint Video (FVV). State-of-the-art video codecs such as H.264/AVC exploit the large amount of inter-view statistical dependencies by combined temporal and inter-view prediction, i.e. prediction from temporally neighboring images as well as from images in adjacent views. This is known as Multi-view Video Coding (MVC). We propose herein an alternative object oriented video coding scheme for multi-view video with associated multiple depth data (N-video plus N-depth). A structure that we call a Multi-view Video Plane (MVP) is introduced. Object planes associated with a certain view are approximated as multilinear components of an image that are projected onto other views in a tensor-like fashion. The order of the tensor equals the number of multiple views. The coefficients of the tensor subspace projections as well as the updates of the multi-linear components (object-planes) are quantized and transmitted in the MPEG stream. Motion-compensated prediction is carried out in order to transmit the residual object planes (P-frames) using conventional MPEG algorithms.
Introduction

Approaches to 3-D Capture, Multi-View And Free View Video
Recent advances in stereoscopic display and capture technologies have led to the enhancement of existing coding standards as well as relevant processing algorithms [1] . A straightforward way to encode stereoscopic video sequences is for example MPEG-2 multi-view profile (MVP) [2] . Multi-view video (MVV) support is intended for 3D video applications, where 3D depth perception of a visual scene is provided by a 3D display system [3] . Such 3D display systems include classic stereo systems that require special-purpose glasses as well as more sophisticated multi-view auto-stereoscopic displays that do not require glasses. Multi-view video enables free-viewpoint video, i.e. it allows the interactive selection of viewpoint and view direction within a specified range [4] . Each output view can either be one of the input views or a virtual view that was generated from a smaller set of multi-view inputs and other data that assists in view generation process. With such a system, viewers can freely navigate through the different viewpoints of the scene -within a range covered by the acquisition cameras. Next-generation 3D video services have already appeared into the entertainment market. The Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) formed a task force to investigate the production requirements in order to realize 3D video to the home [5] . The final report of the task force recommends standardization of a 3D Home Master which would essentially be an uncompressed and high-definition stereo image format.
A simple compression method that may be used is to encode all video signals independently using a state-of-the-art video codec such as H.264/AVC [6, 7] . This solution features low complexity and keeps computation and processing delay to a minimum. It is the so-called simulcast coding ( Fig. 1.a. ). Nevertheless multi-view video contains a large amount of inter-view statistical dependencies that can be exploited for combined temporal and inter-view prediction [8] . Frames are not only predicted from temporal neighboring frames but also from corresponding frames in adjacent views. Multi-view encoding based on temporal and inter-view prediction is illustrated Fig. 1 .b. Several techniques for inter-view prediction have been proposed [9, 10] . Such predictions are key features of the MVC design and are enabled through flexible reference picture management of AVC, where decoded pictures from other views are essentially made available in the reference picture list. A reference picture list is maintained for each picture to be decoded in a given view according to the state-of-the-art encoding standards [11] . Prediction of a picture in the current view may be based upon the disparity of references generated from neighboring views (Disparity-Compensated Prediction -DCP) or from synthesized references generated from neighboring views (View Synthesis Prediction -VSP). Multi-view video with associated multiple depth data is standardized as ISO/IEC 23002-3 (also referred to as MPEG-C Part 3). It specifies the representation of auxiliary video and supplemental information and enables signaling for depth map streams to support 3D video applications. View synthesis prediction (VSP) is possible from depth data.
The proposed encoding scheme is a free viewpoint approach that employs a novel method for synthesis prediction from Video Object Planes (VOPs) that are obtained from different views. It is assumed that a video frame associated with the k-th view (denoted as V (k) ) is composed by I k VOPs that are considered to be orthogonal for the sake of simplicity, i.e.
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Let us define the Multi-view Video Plane of an N-view system at t as an N-th order tensor according to the following equation,
It follows that,
Should one keep P k objects for view k, the following approximations are possible regarding the Multiview Video Plane and the separate frames per view,
Herein the concept of transmitting predictions of the structural elements of the Multi-view Video Planes at the start of each Group of Pictures (GOP) is investigated according to the scheme illustrated in Figs. 2.a and 2.b. It is a scalable approach to multi-view video coding that features base and higher layers as well as inter-camera predictions. It may well be compared against other scalable methods proposed in the literature [12] .
Multi-linear Principal Component Representation of Multi-view Video Plane (MVP) And Multiplicative View Predictions
An N th -order tensor A resides in the tensor multi-linear space L are the N vector linear spaces. The "k-mode vectors" of A are defined as the I k -dimensional vectors obtained from A by varying its index in k-mode while keeping all the other indices fixed [13, 14] . Unfolding A along the k-mode is denoted as
where the column vectors of A (k) are the k-mode vectors of A (see Fig. 3 ). Unfolding the Multi-view Video Plane of an N-view system along the k-mode view results into the following matrix representation ( )
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. The core tensor S (in a representation similar to the one described in Eq. 3) is analogous to the diagonal singular value matrix of the traditional SVD and coordinates the interaction of matrices to produce the original tensor. Matrices V (k) are orthonormal and their columns span the space of the corresponding flattened tensor denoted as MVP (k) . The objective of MPC analysis for predetermined dimensionality reduction is the estimation the N projection matrices
} that maximize the total tensor scatter [15] , By solving Eq. 9 one determines the N projections to the N vector subspaces of the underlying multi-view system. It simplifies calculations to solve the maximization problem iteratively by successively estimating the set of vectors (VOPs) that maximize the scatter in each view mode vector space. It is straightforward to show that the approximation matrix
-that maximizes the scatter in the k-mode vector space is estimated by the following relationship for the expectation values,
where
MVP stands for the unfolded form of the Multi-view Video Plane along the k-mode view (see Eq. 8).
The gradient of Eq. 10 is given as
. By decomposing into non-negative parts and employing a multiplicative update rule that maintains orthonormality [16, 17] , one gets
A Scalable Model For Multi-linear Principal Object Encoding For Multi-view Systems
Hierarchies of Multi-view Encoding According to the Proposed Approach
An MVC coder consists of N parallelized single view coders. Each of them uses temporal prediction structures, were a sequence of successive pictures is coded as intra (I), predictive (P) or bi-predictive (B) frames. Further improvement of coding efficiency may be achieved by using hierarchical B pictures, where a B picture hierarchy is created by a cascade of B pictures that are references for other B pictures. A current picture in the coding process can have temporal as well as inter-view references pictures for prediction. Advanced formats for 3D video coding require geometry data [9, 10, 11] . Depth data are estimated based on the acquired pictures. They are obtained by the application of depth estimation algorithms and should not be regarded as ground truth. The proposed approach assumes three distinct frame hierarchies (see Fig. 2 .a), namely lower resolution mean value frames that are transmitted as intra (I) frames at the beginning of each GOP, structural encoding of multiple views with reference to a scalable multi-view object plane (MVP) and MVP-based predicted frames per view (Fig. 2.b ) and, finally, residual frames per view.
Outline of the Encoding Algorithm
The following algorithm outlines in detail the steps of the proposed encoding approach for multi-view systems: Encode Multi-view GOPs in three distinct hierarchies
I -Lower resolution encoding:
Transmit mean values of blocks as I-frames II -MVP encoding: Determine the number of objects and the number of subviews per object. i-Encode initial object subviews or updates -Initial object subviews are transmitted as I-frames whereas updates are transmitted as P-frames.
-Transmit updates according to Eqs. 12 and 13.
-Set an upper limit of the multiplicative factor and multiply the most significant elements of 
Estimate cross secondary views within the GOP by averaging the rows of views secondary V (see Fig. 2 .b). 
III -Encode residual images for each view
Numerical Simulations
Numerical simulations for the proposed encoding method have been carried out for the image sequences used for video view interpolation as described in [18] . Each sequence is 100 frames long. The camera resolution is 1024x768 and the capture rate is 15fps. The initial uncompressed frames for the ballet sequence are depicted in Fig. 4 . The multi-view GOP for the numerical simulations consists of sixteen (16) frames. It is assumed that one stereo object analyzed into six (6) orthogonal video subviews is encoded according to the proposed algorithm. Luminance as well as chrominance and depth frames are decomposed as described in Section 2.2. Their interdependencies determine the MVP structure of the GOP. They are depicted in Fig. 5 . Depth images are more correlated than the images of the luminance and the chrominance components. The VOPs corresponding to the luminance components are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Only the elements of the VOPs featuring an absolute magnitude higher than 0.5% of the maximum value are updated multiplicatively each time. The higher multiplication factor is limited to 3. Convergence is slow as indicated by Fig. 7 for the luminance VOPs. We reorder VOPs by sorting their eigenvalues at each multiplicative step. The average estimated rate for the first two encoding steps is estimated to about 0.1 bit per pixel. We assume that each VOP transmitted as I-frame at the beginning of the GOP requires 0. 
Conclusion
A novel scalable approach to multi-view video encoding based on the so-called MVP structure is proposed. Views are defined as lower order projections of tensorial objects. VOPs that constitue the MVP are transmitted at the beginning of each GOP and are multiplicatively updated within the GOP at the beginning of each subgroup of frames. Transmission rates are comparable to the rates reported in the literature for state-of-the-art multi-view encoders. Scalability is determined by the number of VOP for luminance, chrominance and depth frames. The number of VOPs is determined by the stereo-objects in the scene, their relative angles and their velocities with respect to shooting cameras. The proposed method may be combined with other morphing and fusion techniques described in the literature for view synthesis prediction. 
